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Introduction
The Irish Government’s transport policy to 2020, Smarter Travel: A Sustainable
Transport Future and Ireland’s first National Cycling Policy Framework were adopted
in 2009. These policies introduce a radical new approach to travel and transport in
Ireland. Objectives outlined in these policy documents include the development of a
culture of walking and cycling in Ireland such that these modes are seen as viable
alternatives to car travel for shorter journeys.

The stated vision of the National Cycle Policy cycling policy is to “create a strong
cycling culture in Ireland”. The vision is not confined to urban areas, and it is stated
that all cities, towns, villages, and rural areas will be bicycle friendly. It is envisaged

that, by 2020, 10% of all trips will be by bicycle.

The development of a national network of both rural and
urban cycle routes is a specific objective of the National
Cycling Policy Framework. The policy framework
identifies the need to deliver high quality cycle routes on
a nationwide basis so as to encourage cycling for
transport, leisure, recreation and tourism to ensure the
development of a culture of cycling in Ireland. The
delivery of interurban routes, in the form of a National
Cycle Network would be in addition to the recognised
need for the provision of safe cycling routes within

urban settlements and the delivery of safe routes to schools.

Background to the National Cycle Network Scoping Study

The National Cycle Policy Framework has a specific objective relating to the
development of the National Cycle Network to include rural recreational routes
around urban areas and connecting with major urban areas. The Minister for
Transport approved the commissioning of the NRA to undertake a study in this
regard and the establishment an interdepartmental/interagency advisory group to
assist this work.

The NRA commenced work on the project in September 2009.  A key aspect of
project was to ensure that all stakeholders were engaged with the project and that
their knowledge, expertise and assets were fully utilised.

With this in mind, an advisory group was set up under the auspices of the National
Trails Advisory Committee to work with the Department of Transport’s National
Sustainable Travel Office and the NRA team as this project developed.

The advisory group brought together the stakeholders in the project to ensure that
the project supported the aims of Smarter Travel, including encouraging cycling as a
leisure activity, boosting tourism and supporting economic growth. The remit of the
group is outlined below:

Objective Number 3 is
as follows: ‘Provide
designated rural
signed cycle networks
providing especially
for visitors and
recreational cycling’
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 To advise and assist in the development of the NCN and to interact
with NRA as needed.

 To ensure integration of this project with the work being carried out by
those within the NTAC, and by other relevant stakeholders.

 To ensure that the knowledge and experience of the stakeholders, and
the assets under their control are put to best use in terms of developing
and implementing this plan.

 To consider the other issues beyond the scope of the NRA work, but in
line with NTAC remit, to ensure that the value of such a network can be
maximised.

The stakeholders for the project are as follows:

 Bord na Móna

 Coillte

 CIÉ Group

 Department of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs

 Department of Health and Children

 Department of Arts, Sports and Tourism

 Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government

 Department of Transport, National Sustainable Travel Office

 Fáilte Ireland

 National Trails Office -(National Trails Advisory Committee)

 Local Authorities

 National Transport Authority

 Office of Public Works

 The Heritage Council

 Waterways Ireland

Vision for the National Cycle Network

One of the first steps in this work was agreement on the “vision” of the National
Cycle Network. At the first meeting of the advisory group, the following was agreed
upon:

“In response to the Government’s National Cycle Policy Framework we will develop
a National Cycle Network that will allow users to cycle between the main urban areas
throughout the country. The network will be built to best practice standard, follow
routes that maximise the number of potential users and its attractiveness to users,
facilitate access for all, and ensure that short and long trips can be engaged in.  The
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routes will, where possible, avail of existing routes and State-owned lands, share use
with walking and form the basis for linkages to more comprehensive rural and urban
local networks.”

National Cycle Network – Progressing the vision
The advisory group agreed that the first step toward delivering the above vision
would be a scoping study that would aim to outline the route corridors proposed for
the NCN. The output for such a scoping study would essentially be a map outlining
the strategic interurban corridors which would form the framework for the delivery of
a national cycle network.

Terms of Reference for the Scoping Study

Prior to commencement of the Scoping Study the terms of reference for the study
were discussed and agreed with the advisory group.

The Steering Committee considered the Terms of Reference to be:

 The national cycle route framework should provide a basis for the
delivery of a fully integrated national network of rural interurban cycle
routes.

 The network should attract as many users as possible by linking in to
the main urban centres and it should form the basis for linkages to both
local rural cycle routes and urban networks. The network should cover
all parts of the country and align with tourism and economic
development.

 The length of the network that is off road or of greenway standard
should be maximised with the aim of minimising the interaction with
motorised vehicles. The network should use existing cycle routes if
appropriate. Special attention should be given to the opportunities of
using both the disused rail network and canal / river tow-path networks
as cycling / walking routes

 Previous work and expertise in the area, such as the Fáilte Ireland
strategy for the development of cycling tourism in Ireland, should be
considered

 The route framework should learn from existing successful national
cycle networks, such as Britain and Denmark.

 The cycling network should be integrated with public transport modes

 It should ensure that routes are provided in a manner that will allow
cycling to develop as a viable mode for people’s transport and
commuter needs, as well as ensuring development of recreational /
leisure and tourist cycling
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Scoping study phases:

The scoping study can be divided into two distinct phases

 The Data Collection and Mapping Phase

 The Route Criteria and Assessment Phase

Data Collection and Mapping Phase

The first phase of the scoping study involved mapping of the following information:
1. existing and proposed cycle routes
2. mapping of related infrastructure
3. mapping of other relevant spatial data

In order for the data to be collected in a consistent manner, cycling facilities were
categorised into four types.

 Cycle lanes (on-road)

 On-road cycleways

 Off-road cycleways

 Cycle trails (off -road )

On-road cycling infrastructure included those cycle lanes sharing the same road
space as other vehicles and existing signposted cycle routes (e.g. the Kingfisher and
Sean Kelly routes) Off-road cycling infrastructure was defined as any route not
sharing the same road space as other vehicles. These included cycleways adjacent
to the road and sometimes sharing the same space as pedestrians as well as cycle
trails remote from the road. Further detail on this classification can be found in
Appendix 1.

An inventory of existing cycle routes and proposed cycle routes was collated, with
the above classification in mind. Where possible other transport corridors and lands
with potential for cycle route development were identified in the context of a National
Cycle Network.

Data was collected from the following agencies:
 Local Authorities
 DTO (National Transport Authority)
 Fáilte Ireland
 Iarnrod Eireann
 Coillte
 Waterways Ireland
 CSO
 Ordnance Survey
 DOEHLG
 National Trails Office
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Local Authorities

The first stage of the work included the collation of an inventory of existing and
planned cycle routes and an identification of the network options. Other infrastructure
and lands with potential for cycle route development was also identified, e.g. disused
railways and canal tow paths.

On the 24th of September 2009 a workshop was held with 11 nominated staff
members of the 11 Regional Road Design offices in order discuss the collection of
spatial data relevant to the scoping study. This workshop was intended to inform the
relevant staff on the data required to be collated from the various local authorities
and the NRA format requirements.

The data to be gathered covered all cycling infrastructure both existing and proposed
within Local Authority development plans. Not all development plans covered the
same time period. In general the more recent plans included more detail on
proposed cycle routes than older plans. However participants on the workshop were
asked to establish a local authority’s intention to provide off road cycling routes by
direct contact rather than relying solely on their review of the development plans.

The data was gathered into a CAD file and returned to the NRA by the end of
November 2009. Dublin City or the Greater Dublin Area was not considered in this
data collection phase.

In total 83 km of existing off-road cycle routes were identified in addition to 439 km of
proposed off-road cycle routes. Most of the existing and proposed off road cycle
routes are located in urban areas.  Some notable exceptions included the Newport to
Mulranny 18km cycling and walking trail which follows the line of an abandoned
railway which was under construction in November 2009 and sections of the Great
Southern Trail along the former Limerick to Kerry railway line.

Existing on-road routes comprised a length of 4,060 km with a further 856km
planned. Some of these on road routes are sign-posted (e.g. the Tain and Kingfisher
routes).  These figures are approximate figures and only cover local authorities that
provided the information to the Regional Design Offices.  A map and tables showing
the length and locations of these existing and planned cycling routes (on -road and
off-road) is provided in Appendix 2

Fáilte Ireland

In September 2009 a meeting was held with NRA and Fáilte Ireland officials. In 2005
Fáilte Ireland commissioned Sustrans to develop a cycling strategy. Fáilte Ireland
published its Strategy for the Development of Irish Tourism in 2007. This strategy
identified a network of approximately 3400km as shown in Appendix 2. This network
is primarily an on-road network and is located in tourist areas.

The Fáilte Ireland study identified long distance routes and hub routes. A number of
cycling hub towns has been developed since 2007. Information on these existing hub
towns and potential future cycling hubs towns was received in digital format. Some
sign-posted looped cycle on-road routes have been developed by local authorities
with support from NDP funding through Fáilte Ireland as shown in Appendix 2.
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A list of the most visited tourist attractions was received. A breakdown of overseas
visitors and revenue generated per county was also received. In descending order
Dublin, Cork, Galway, Kerry, Clare, Limerick and Mayo receive the most overseas
visitors.

Iarnród Éireann

Details of existing, dis-used, abandoned, sold and dismantled railways was received
in paper format.

Coillte

Details of Coillte land holdings and forest road trails was received in digital format.

Waterways Ireland

Details of canals are shown on Ordnance Survey mapping.

Central Statistics Office

The CSO population census provided useful geo-demographic data and the
settlements population of over 5,000 and 10,000 were mapped.  There are 34 urban
centres with populations in excess of 10,000 and 39 towns with populations between
5,000 and 10,000. The Geo Directory product developed by An Post and Ordnance
Survey Ireland provides details on each postal address and a spatial map of
population densities was produced.

National Trails Offices

The National Trails office confirmed that the most up to date Way marked ways are
available from the OSi Discovery Series mapping.

Ordnance Survey Ireland

The routes of the way marked ways and Dismantled Railways were extracted from
OSi Discovery Series mapping.

Mapping of spatial data

From the data gathered, the following information has been mapped:

 existing cycling routes (off-road and on -road)

 currently cycle proposed routes in county development plans

 existing Fáilte Ireland cycling hubs
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 Other potential cycle routes and proposed hubs that have been
identified by local authorities and/or Fáilte Ireland.

 Proposed Fáilte Ireland network outlined in the ‘Strategy for the
Development of Irish Tourism’ published in 2007.

 long distance walking trails

 bypassed national roads with potential to become cycle routes

 disused, abandoned or sold/dismantled  railway lines

 canals

 top tourist attractions

 public transport nodes

 Towns with populations of greater than 5,000 and 10,000 people.

 Geodata showing population density countywide

This information was mapped, and this map is presented in Appendix 2.

The Route Criteria and Assessment Phase

Following the data collection and mapping phase, the next phase involved identifying
the route corridors that should make up the National Cycle Network.

A number of general considerations where taken into account in terms of deciding on
the criteria. The three main cyclist users groups are commuters, leisure cyclists and
tourist cyclists. The typical commuter cyclist takes trips of between 6 and 10 km on
routes approaching urban areas. The leisure cyclists are mainly the summer and
weekend cyclists on day trips and would include families with children. The tourist
visitor can be broken down into two distinct groups (i) the longer distance cyclists
who may cycle up to 100km per day, and (ii) the visitors who cycle between 30 -
50km per day, often based in hub towns. Research has shown that most cycle trips
are relatively short and that the number of longer distance cyclists is low. Therefore
the second group of visitor who cycle between 30km and 50km per day is much
more significant in terms of numbers and revenue. The vast majority of users want to
remain on routes that run through attractive landscapes and towns where they can
avail of local services.

However, this stage mainly involved applying the stated terms of reference in the
context of the data and information that has been mapped. The specific text in the
terms of reference with most relevance to this stage was “the network should attract
as many users as possible by linking in to the main urban centres and it should form
the basis for linkages to both local rural cycle routes and urban networks. The
network should cover all parts of the country and align with tourism and economic
development.”
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Route Corridor Criteria

Having regarded to the Terms of Reference, and through the input and agreement of
the advisory group members, the following criteria were chosen when testing the
various route corridor options being considered for inclusion in the proposed National
Cycle Network.

1. Route corridors must connect the major cities and settlements of
greater than 10,000 population in order to attract the maximum number
of users

2. The network should facilitate commuter, leisure and tourism usage
3. Routes corridors should either utilise or connect to existing road cycling

infrastructure
4. Route corridor should be located in or connect to the proposed Fáilte

Ireland network
5. Route corridors should link to ports and major airports
6. The proposed network should achieve good coverage countrywide and

promote social and economic development
7. The proposed network should connect to the National Cycling Network

in Northern Ireland

Route Corridor Assessment & Network Proposal

Once the data collection phase was complete, a workshop was held in December
2009 with the NRA and independent transport consultants to analyse the data and to
consider and test various North –South and East-West corridor options. Each of the
corridors was tested against the Criteria 1 to 6 listed above. A further workshop was
held on the 11th January 2010 with National Trails Office and the Department of
Transport and the NCN corridors were further refined.

The output of these workshops was an agreed map representing the proposed
corridors for a National Cycle Network.

The results of the Scoping Study, and proposed map, were presented to the advisory
group on Thursday 21st January 2010. There was broad consensus and positive
response from the various state agencies and Departments present.

A map indicating the recommended National Cycle Network is attached; The map
outlines the proposed strategic interurban corridors, a length of approximately 2000
km.  The proposed network connects the cities and urban centres with populations of
greater than 10,000.
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The second map shows the correlation of this recommended network with the
proposed Fáilte Ireland Network. 1600km of the recommended NCN overlaps with
the Fáilte Ireland Network.
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The recommended network shown in this Scoping Study outlines corridors and not
routes. At this stage of the project it does not indicate the standard of route to be
delivered along each corridor or the exact location of the proposed route.

Furthermore, it is also important to note that the route corridors are seen as
providing a “skeleton” around which development of the NCN should occur. For
example, links and loops between and into these major corridors should also be
considered in the context of developing an integrated NCN of national extent. In
particular there are clear benefits to developments that make use of existing
infrastructure that allows the development of off-road routes, that link into this NCN
“skeleton”.

Given the density of settlements in the Greater Dublin Area, it is recommended that
the GDA warrants a separate specific study to consider connections to the various
GDA conurbations.

Proposed network – summary and conclusions
In summary, this scoping study involved detailed engagement with numerous
stakeholders and local authorities The main stages of the study involved (i)
identifying and mapping proposed and existing cycling routes (ii) identifying and
mapping the data and information of relevance to a national cycle network as set out
in the terms of reference, and (iii) outlining the proposed route corridors that best
match the criteria agreed on by the advisory group.

This map provides a framework for the delivery of a National Cycle Network. This
framework can be used as the basis on which funding for long distance cycling route
projects will be progressed. This will ensure that cycling investment can be aligned to
a long-term national plan. Through the delivery of individual routes, identified in the
overall framework, a high quality national network can be achieved in an incremental
manner. It is also important to note that the route corridors are seen as providing a
“skeleton” around which for example, routes that link into the proposed network, or
local cycling loops, could also be developed.

The framework allows for individual small and medium scale projects to be easily
identified that contribute to the long-term objective. The NCN framework facilitates
integration with other infrastructural plans and projects and the integration of the
work of all stakeholders to the common goal of delivering the NCN.

The NCN offers an excellent opportunity to create a national infrastructure of
continuous cycle routes reaching all significant urban centres in Ireland. It will deliver
a high quality attractive network for cyclists and will have the added benefit of
providing a major new amenity for walkers over much of its length.

The NCN identified if delivered, would produce an excellent tourist product and
would be an effective marketing tool to entice potential visitors to Ireland. It would
enable the creation of alternative accessible open spaces of high amenity value for
leisure and sustainable tourism. It is expected that large elements of the network
would contribute to Ireland’s green infrastructure assets.
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National Cycle Network - Next Steps
At the advisory group meeting in January 2010, there was clear agreement that the
next steps for the National Cycle Network project should be to carry out a detailed
“Route Feasibility and Delivery” studies on a selected corridor.

The next step could be to select a major route corridor (e.g. Dublin-Galway corridor)
or a segment of the route corridor (e.g. Dublin to Athlone as part of the Dublin to
Galway corridor) and to carry out a feasibility study and route selection report. This
would identify the route options available within the corridor, outline criteria for
selecting between route options, make a recommendation on the preferred route,
and identify the standard to which this route should be delivered. This study would
also identify the potential for, and challenges of, using existing infrastructure such as
abandoned railways, canal tow paths, state owned lands etc. Such a route selection
report would indicate the specific design standard proposed for each section of the
route e.g. off road cycle ways, cycle trails remote from traffic (greenways) or on road
cycle routes. The cost associated with the delivery of each of the different route
types/standards would be compared.

Carrying out such a study would result in a detailed costing and implementation plan
for the delivery of the selected route corridor, and provide a template for delivery of
other route sections.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Cycle route types

Cycle lanes

The cycle lane forms part of the roadway, it is located within the contiguous road
surface and delineated by a single white line.  It is not a cycleway and therefore not
for the exclusive use of cyclists.  These facilities do not cater for pedestrians.
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On-road Cycleways

The on-road cycleway is dedicated for the sole use of cyclists and pedestrians.  It is
located within the contiguous road surface and separated from motorised traffic by
delineation markings at least 0.5m wide and possibly physical markers.  It is an
offence for motorised vehicles to use the cycleway.
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Off-road Cycleways

The off-road cycleway is dedicated for the sole use of cyclists and pedestrians.  It is
physically separated from the road carriageway by a grass verge or some other form
of physical segregation but remains within the road corridor.  It is an offence for
motorised vehicles to use the cycleway.
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Cycle Trails

The cycle trail relates to other cycling facilities which are distinct from the road
corridor such as canal tow paths and disused railways.
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Appendix 2: Additional Maps:

Map 1 – outlining all existing and proposed cycle routes, and additional lands
and infrastructure of potential value in terms of development of NCN.

Licence No. 0045210
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Existing and Planned Cycling Routes - Data sourced from Local Authorities, Failte Ireland and
others up to November 2009 only.
Note:  Information not received from all Local Authorities

Table 1 Table 2
Existing off-road cycling routes             Planned off-road cycling routes

Table 3 Table 4
Existing on-road cycling routes             Planned on-road cycling routes

Data Source (All)

Sum of Length km
County Total
Clare 2.75
Cork 1.91
Donegal 5.18
Dublin 7.70
Galway 10.20
Kerry 4.62
Leitrim 0.88
Limerick 38.64
Louth 3.25
Mayo 0.11
Sligo 1.81
Tipperary 0.38
Waterford 4.08
Westmeath 1.58
Grand Total 83.09

Data Source (All)

Sum of Length km
County Total
Clare 3.13
Cork 19.75
Dublin 7.42
Galway 84.63
Kerry 102.23
Limerick 43.72
Louth 16.94
Mayo 41.54
Meath 59.75
Roscommon 4.35
Sligo 27.83
Westmeath 27.82
Grand Total 439.11

Data Source (All)

Sum of Length km
County Total
Cork 176.14
Donegal 24.35
Galway 40.03
Kerry 16.11
Kilkenny 6.20
Leitrim 6.02
Limerick 16.18
Longford 37.68
Louth 101.63
Mayo 82.56
Meath 68.45
Roscommon 120.04
Sligo 17.40
Tipperary 6.26
Waterford 11.90
Westmeath 124.73
Grand Total 855.68

Data Source (All)

Sum of Length km
County Total
Cavan 96.70
Clare 129.04
Cork 544.74
Donegal 192.15
Galway 99.43
Kerry 325.36
Kildare 9.35
Kilkenny 152.07
Leitrim 182.95
Limerick 216.62
Longford 19.22
Louth 91.76
Mayo 197.21
Meath 361.89
Monaghan 154.79
Offaly 13.76
Roscommon 222.41
Sligo 64.21
Tipperary 260.72
Waterford 325.31
Westmeath 240.25
Wexford 160.26
Grand Total 4060.20
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